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Han A BC Sorti n g Ch i n ese Ch aracters by Stroke
Ch i n ese Edi ti on
By Ching Yuan Tseng

Lulu.com. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 108 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x
0.4in.Chinese characters are written with strokes of a brush. The HanABC system has classified these
different types of strokes using 24 Roman letters. Anyone who knows the proper stroke writing order
of a character and the HanABC stroke classification system can write the Romanization of that
character. Since the Roman alphabet has an established and well known order, HanABC has
adopted this alphabetical order to sort Chinese information. This book includes the HanABC
Romanizations for 14, 515 Chinese characters. HanABC does not require a person to know the
traditional radical, the number of strokes or the phonetics of a character. HanABC requires
minimal rules, while still efficiently encoding the entirety of Chinese characters. HanABC facilitates
quick and easy search in a sorted list. Thus, HanABC would be very well suited to sort dictionaries
and telephone books, to index any book, or even for typing Chinese at a computer keyboard. This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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Reviews
These sorts of ebook is the greatest ebook readily available. Sure, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf
from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz
Thorough information! Its this kind of very good read. It is writter in basic words and not hard to understand. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you question me).
-- Roel B og isich Sr .
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